
Lessons From the Raccoon 
 

Christopher Columbus first documented raccoons in his 

journal on October 17–18, 1492. Calling them perro 

mastin or the “dog like a clown,” he captured several 

raccoons and took them back to Spain and Portugal. 

Jamestown’s Captain John Smith noticed the unusual 

furs covering Algonquin Chief Powhatan’s throne. The 

Algonquins called the furs aroughcoune, which means 

“he who scratches with his hands.” 

Colonial soldiers in the American War for Independence 

found raccoon furs ideal for hats and the tails useful for 

scarves when uniforms became increasingly limited. 

Adapt to Surroundings 

Raccoons live across North America from southern Canada to Southern Mexico. They 

occupy a wide range of habitats from rocky hillsides to farm fencerows, usually near 

streams or pools of water. 

 Raccoons are resilient and adaptable, adjusting to 

suburban and agricultural development. They will eat 

whatever is available, and individuals usually forage 

alone within their home ranges. 

A mother raccoon gives birth to three or four young 

in early spring. She will wean the kits at ten or twelve 

weeks of age, but they stay with her until the next litter is born. 

Use What Is Available 

Nothing seems to hinder a raccoon when something excites its curiosity. Raccoons 

have been known to unlatch hooks, turn door knobs, and unscrew lids. Even 

domesticated raccoons have the ability to cause quite a mess! 

Finnish naturalist Pehr Kalm, visited America in 1748 and noted how domestic 

raccoons could circumvent almost any lock in order to feast on molasses, chicken, or 

any other desirable treat. “The women therefore have everyday some complaint,” Kalm 

wrote. The raccoons’ exploits then necessitated that the settlers’ show creativity in 

order to prevent their pets’ destructive endeavors. 

 

 

Do What Is Necessary 



Wild raccoons creatively find dinner by dangling their slender fingers near crayfish or 

slipping their fingers into the narrow opening of a clamshell. Either creature then 

clamps onto the raccoon’s paw, and dinner is served. 

 One researcher gave a raccoon a latch puzzle, and the raccoon took 17 minutes to solve 

it. The scientist presented the same puzzle again later, and the raccoon took only four 

minutes to solve it. In subsequent attempts, the raccoon solved the puzzle in a few 

seconds. 

 

The Raccoon in Action 

Learn Skills 

A raccoon moves its fingers across the rocks in a stream to catch crayfish. As soon as it 

feels the pinch of the crayfish claw, the raccoon knows it has located a meal. 

Develop Habits 

Raccoons sometimes “wash” their food when they find water available. This behavior 

earned them their German name Waschbaer which means “washing bear.” 

Try It 

Tree hollows provide raccoons with places to hide and some raccoons have 

maneuvered their way into surprisingly tight places in search of food or hiding places. 

Do Not Give Up 

Few trash receptacles can resists a raccoon’s intrusion. Locks, airtight containers, and 

doorknobs rarely prevent a raccoon from investigating what is inside. 

 

 

 


